Monasticism. When in the 4th cent a.e Conetan-
ttoe m effect united state and church (here were
naturally many who hastened to become Chris-
tians to the worldly benefits they expected it
to brlnfi to view of the new situation. Rut
there were others who to their efforts to escape
from worldly involvement went into the deserts
of North Africa and Syria to live as hermits and
bo m these regions there grew up large com
mumties of monks whose lives of renunciation
made a considerable Impression on the Christian
world. They were men of all types bat the two
main groups were those who preferred to live
alone and those who preferred a community life
Among the first must be included St Anthony
the earliest of the hermits who was bom to
Egypt c 250 and who lived alone m a but near
his home for fifteen years and then to the desert
for a further twenty As his fame spread
Anthony came forth to teach and advocate & life
of extreme austerity nntfl by the end of his life
the Thebaid (the desert around Thebes) was run
of hermits following his example. (Not tin
naturally he was constantly assailed by lustful
visions which he thoughtfuHy attributed to
Satan) In the Syrian desert St Simeon
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in one form or another the belief that mind in
some way creates matter and were therefore
Idealists, whereas Comte the positivist (a v )
•md the Americans William James and John
Dewey held that mind is a form of behaviour
Certain acts (eg reflexes) are "mindless
because they are deliberate others which are
intended may be described for the sake of con
venience as minded (t e purposeful) But
hke the majority of modern psychologists—
insofar as they take any interest in the subject—
they regarded mind as a process going on in the
living body Is there any reason many now
ask why we should think of mind as being
any different in nature from digestion? Both
are processes going on in the body the one
in the brain the other in the stomach and
intestines Why should we regard them as
things ?
Mithraism a sun religion which originated in
Persia with the worship of the mythical Mithra
the god of light and of truth It was for two
centuries one of early Christianity's most for
mldabte rivals particularly ua the West since
the more philosophical Hellenic Christianity of
the East had little to fear from it (Arnold
Toynbee has described Mithraism as a pre
Zoroastrian Iranian paganism—to & Hellenic
dress Manichaeism as Zoroastrianism—in
a Christian dress ) Mirhraism was a mystery
faith with secret rites known only to devotees
It appealed to the soldiers of the Koman Annv
which explains its spread to the farthest limits
of the Roman, empire and its decline as the
Bomans retreated The religion resembled
Zoroastrianism (q v ) in that it laid stress on the
constant struggle between good and evil and
there are a number of parallels with Christianity
e g a miraculous birth death and a glorious
resurrection a belief in heaven and hell and the
immortality of the soul a last judgment Both
religions held Sunday as the holy day of the
week, celebrated 25 December (date of the
pagan winter solstice festival} as the birthday
of the founder both celebrated Easter and m
their ceremonies made use of bell holy water
and the candle MUihrfttfun readied its height
about 275 a.b and afterwards declined both for
the reason given above and perhaps because it
excluded women was emotional rather than
philosophical, and bad no general organisation
to direct its course Yet even today from the
Euphrates to the Tyne, traces of the relig on
remain and antiquarians are familiar with tne
image of the sun-god and the inscription Deo
Soli Mifftrae Iwweto Sentfon (dedicated to the
sun god of Mithra the unconauered) Mfttoa
ism enjoyed a brief revival of popular interest
in the mid 1950s when workers excavating
the foundations of the skyscraper Bucklersbury
House in the City of London found the well
preserved remains of a Roman Mithraic temple
Despite a campaign to save the temple as a
national monument the skyscraper won and
the London house of Mithras returned under
ground once more
Mohammedanism.   See IslBTn.
MIT-MON
intomatons, man is different in that he has a
eoul which resides m the pineal gland (a tiny
structure in the bram which today we know *o
be a relic of evolution with no present function
whatever) In this gland the mind conies in
contact with the vital spirits of the body
and thus there is Interaction between the two
This theory ib known as rofera&owmi and
since we do not accept its basis in the function
of the pineal gland we are simply left w th the
notion of interaction but without the explana
tion of how it takes place
One of Descartes s successors Arnold
Gneuncx produced the even more improbable
theory of psydiophywcal parallelism sometimes
known as the theory of the two clocks
Imagine you have two docks each keeping per
fee* time then supposing you saw one and
heard the other every tune one points to the
hour the other will strike giving the impression
that the first event causes the second although
in *act they are quite unrelated So it is with
the body and mind in Guehncx s view each is
wound up by God in the beginning in such
a way as to keep tune with the other bo that
when I have the desire to walk purely unrelated
physical events in my legs cause them to move
at the same time A variety of this theory is
occagiomsm which says that whenever some
thtar happens in the physical world God affects
us «o that we thiriL we are being affected by the
happening
.Che trouble about all these theories is (a) that
they really explain nothing and (6) that they
give ua a very peculiar view of God as a celesta 1
bhownoan treating ua as puppets when it would
surely have been easier to create a world in
which mind and matter simply interacted by
their very nature Spmoza too believed in a
sort of psychophysical parallelism to that he did
not think that mind and body interacted But
since in his theory everything is God mind
and matter are simply two sides of the same
penny
John Locke another contemporary thought
of the mind as a blank slate upon which the
world wntesui the form of sensations forwebave
no innate or inborn ideaa and rnlnd and matter
do interact although he does not tell us how
All we know are sensations—ie sense im
presaons Bishop Berkeley carried this idea to
its logical coHclnsioa if we know nothing but
sensations we have no reason to suppose that
matter exists at alL He was therefore an
idealist
180i cent F&tos. Hwme Kant David
Hume went further sMH and pointed out that
if all we Snow are sensations, we cannot prove
the existence of matter but we cannot prove the
existence of naiad either All we can ever know
is that ideas impressions thoughts, follow each
other "We do not even experience a self or
personality because every tine we look into our
minds all we really experience axe thoughts
and impressions, Hume was quick to point out
that this was not the same as saying that the
self did not exist it only proved that we cannot
know that it does.
Kant made it ctear that although there fe a
world outside ourselves, we can never know
what It is really like. The mind recerreg 1m
pressione and forms them into patterns which
conform not to the thing-in itself but to the
nature of mind. Space and time for example
are not realities but only the form into which our
mind fits its sensations. In other words our
mind shapes impressions which are no more like
the thing hi itself than the map of a battlefield
with pins showing- the position of various army
groups at any given moment is like the battle-
field This of course is true Prom physics
ard pbysiologv we know that the sounds we
hear are really waves in the air the sights
we see really electromagnetic waves. "What
guaranteedowehavethatthesourceis really
like the impression received in our bram? Kant
was the leader of the great German Idealist
movement of the 18th cent which in effect
said why bother about matter when til we
can ever know is mental?
19fh, and 20th cent Views The Englishman
Bradley and the Frenchman Henri Bereson
in the 19th and early 20th <«nt both held

